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Additive Algebra and new de�nition of what a Radical is

Be:

An =
AX
1

(Xn � (X � 1)n) (1)

A Sum that can rise till any integer Upper Limit A, where An is its result so its n-th Power.

Calling Mn the Complicate Modulus: Mn = (Xn � (X � 1)n) the Summand is capable to
rise any n-th Power of an Integer, follows from the Telescoping Sum property.

Put now x = X=K with K 2 N equal for example to 10m.

It is not hard to prove that:

Qn =

QX
1=K

Mn;K (2)

Where: Q can be an Integer but, now, also a Rational, or an Algebraic Irrational, since
the New Rational Complicate Modulus becames:
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Here is an example of how to perform a Rational Step Sum, starting from a classic Integer
Sum:
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Here is an example of how to perform A Step Sum with Known Irrational Values, too:

Of course at the Limit for K ! 1 this Step Sum, becomes an Integral from 0 to the Up-
per Limit UL, where now UL can be also an Irrational Number with no restrictions.
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We can now solve Any n-th Polinomial Equation if we put any Root, one by one as Upper
Limit of a Sum where instead of Xn terms into the Polynomial, we put the relative Sum:

xnx=Rx =
x=RxX
1=K

Mn;K (4)

where Rx is any integer, or an Algebraic Irrational, or the closest to an Irrational Root Rx
Algebraic Number we can reach Step 1=K with an assigned suitable K .

And of course, more in general, we can rise terms of the type: aXn

In case we know there is an Imaginary Root (due to a positive constant), then we need to
change all the signs to Mn;K so use the Imaginary Complicate Modululs is equal to:

Mn;K;i = �Mn;K (5)

I will prover hereafter, that in this way we'll skip the 10th Hilbert problem and the prob-
lem of Galois Group solvability, �nding a solution to any n-th degree Polinomial Equation.

The General Solving Method for Polinomyal Equations, using CMA:

Giving for know Abel-Ru�ni theorem, hereafter we will show that a General Solving Algo
for �nding roots of any h-th Degree Polinomyal Equations exist, but produce, in case of
non Rationals and non Algebraic Irrationals Roots, an in�nite loop.

It also shows that a Radical is a more general concept that the one someone assign now to
the solution of the equations of the type Xn = P with P 2 R.
Here a simple example on the most famous, known as unsolvable, 5th degree equation X5�
X + 1 = 0

We can write, with precision K = 10m:

X5 �X = �1 =)
Rx�X
1=K

M5;K;i �M1;K;i = �1 (6)

Where Rx� = p=K is the Rational go most closer to out true root Rx, in function of the
K we choose.
Or, de�ning a new Speci�c Complicate Modulus, for this quintic equation (that de�ne the
Polynomial Root Extractor ), we can write the -exact- formula:

lim
K!1

RxX
1=K

MX5
�X;K;i = �1 (7)

Where Rx is of course any Real Root (or zero) coming from the Integral.

We will have for so Two type of solutions:

- Integers and Rationals with a �nite number of digits comes in the Computational total
precision, so Rx� = Rx,
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- while the other will be an apporximation till the maximum precision we are able to raise
with our computer, so with our maximum K, and Rx� < Rx.

If this concept is quite easy to be understood, what follow will be little more complicate to
be uderstood if onw has not yet read my Vol.1:
In case we are able to recognize the Rational or the Irrational Part of the Root produce
the in�nite tail of digits, we can put it /them into the Sum Index, of the Step Sum, so into
K an in this way we can solve the equation in a �nite number of Step.

It is also clear that in case we are not able to recognize the Rational or the Irrational with
the in�nite tail of digits, we have to stop somwhere the computation of the digist, just kn-
woing that the presence of a Rest assure us there are more digits over so our Result RX�
represent the �rst m digits of a truncated Root Rx.
For more info about the Complicate Modulus pls read my Vol.1 (link at the end of this pa-
per).

In the quintic example, since the root is an Irrational, keeping K = 10m = 104 we get
back exactly 4 correct digits (pls note that each digit you get rising m of 1, will be an ex-
act decimal, one, not an approximated one).
The solution obey to this proven rule, is , theoretically due to the Algebraic construction
of the solution, is capable also to work till the limit for K ! 1 with an in�nite number
of digit, so it is not an approximation, that is just a technical problem as the same hap-
pens when you've as result f.ex.

p
2 and you've to show the value of the numerical result

so someone. So a new more general
p

sign can be forged.

Returning to our example, so to the Quintic: the Modulus we must use to �nd the Roots
in the Recursive Di�erence from the known constant, here: �1 looking to have Rest = 0
(or as close to zero as we can in case of Irrational Roots) is:

Mx5�x;K;i = �5 �
x4

K
+ 10 � x3

K2
� 10 � x2

K3
+ 5 � x

K4
� 2

K5
(8)

That di�ers from the 5th line of the Tartaglia's triangle M5;K;i (represent X
5), for the last

term, just, since we have to add with the right sign M1;K;i (represent X), that is the con-
stant 1

K
summed K times.

And still if the Number Rx� represent the Closest Rational to an Irrational Solution comes
from a long computation of very long Rational digit numbers, we can a�rm that we can
always �nd any Rx Root, using what I hope is clear now is a more General Root (Alge-
braic) Extractor (GRE theorem).

So the point is: I've produced a new more general de�nition for a Radical Root, �nding a
General Polinomial Root Extractor that can works on any polinomial and the classic n-th
Root algo that is capable to work (in general) just on Hypercube, is just a sub class of this
General Polinomial Root Extractor.

Moreover, any Ring has the same properties shown here for Polinomials, will lead to simi-
lar zeros, or Roots. But this will require an Abstract Algebra discussion that is not what I
would like to do here, since my purphose is to introduce young students to a new point of
view or the known classic algebra.
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solution of x5-x+1=0.jpg

This is not a Numerical Solution, since it is an Algebraic Root Extractor, as the extraction
of a known n-th Root is.

In both case, in fact, the Root will produce an Irrational Number require a truncation to
print the Radical, or thet it was left under the Root Sign.

So I hope I've proved here that the concept of Radical and Root is much wider and lead to
new interesting simple results can be presented without any abstract de�nition of Groups
/ Rings / Ideals etc...
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Reference: Maruelli The two hand clock Vol.1 -

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/351495686_Maruelli-The-Two-Hand-Clock-Vol1-Rev2021-01#
fullTextFileContent
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